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Optimizing the quality, quantity, and timing of nutrition holds immense potential to improve health and pre-
vent disease. The results of a recent randomized controlled trial1 have been widely misrepresented with the
incorrect interpretation that optimizing the timing of food intake imparts no health benefits.
Age-related cardiometabolic diseases

constitute the major global burden of dis-

eases.2 Therefore, scalable lifestyle inter-

ventionsare necessary for their prevention.

Calorie restriction (CR) by up to 25% to

cause 5%–10%weight loss is the conven-

tional approach to reduce obesity and its

cardiometabolic complications. However,

it is resource-intensive to implement and

sustain long term.

Time-restrictedeating (TRE) isa lowcost,

sustainable lifestyle intervention approach

to treat cardiometabolic diseases with or

without weight loss. People in modern so-

ciety eat over an extended period of R12

h.3 Such prolonged and erratic eating pat-

terns in animal models disrupt circadian

rhythms, which play an important role in

metabolic homeostasis.4 TRE typically nar-

rows the window of daily energy intake

from R12 h to a consistent window of 8–

10 h to improve circadian rhythms, usually

without explicitly decreasing calories.

Such an approach improves health in ani-

mal models and humans. In community-

dwelling humans, TRE can inadvertently

promote some CR,3 but cardiometabolic

benefits are observed even among

weight-stable individuals.5 As TRE is a

new concept, most TRE studies are

exploratory or smaller in size. Sufficiently

powered randomized control trials are

necessary to test TRE as a pragmatic life-

style intervention; specifically, (1) the effect

size of TRE on clinical outcomes with or

without pharmacological or non-pharma-

cological interventions, (2) optimum strat-

egy to facilitate the adoption of TRE, (3)

long-term sustainability of TRE, and (4)

returnon investment in reducingcardiome-

tabolic disease.
This is an o
A recent report1 compared the effect of

TRE + 25% CR versus 25% CR alone

over 1 year in 139 obese participants. The

primary outcome was a weight change.

The CR + TRE group had �8 kg (95%

CI; �9.6 to �6.4 kg) while the CR group

had �6.3 kg (95% CI; �7.8 to �4.7 kg).

There was no significant difference in

weight loss between groups (�1.8 kg

[95% CI; �4 to 0.4 kg, p = 0.11) or in

body fat mass, visceral fat, systolic blood

pressure, or diastolic blood pressure. This

led the authors to conclude that ‘‘time-

restricted eating was not more beneficial

with regard to reduction in body weight,

body fat, ormetabolic risk factors thandaily

calorie restriction.’’

Unfortunately, the study was not pow-

ered for the stated outcome: the difference

in weight loss between TRE + CR and CR.

The power calculation for the study was

based on prior small studies that found

weight loss between baseline and post-

TRE in which participants reduced the

eating window by R3 h and inadvertently

reduced calories by 20%, and these

studies lacked a CR-only group.6,7 There-

fore, the study was not even powered to

conclude that in healthy individuals with

elevated BMI, with a�10-h eating window

and no cardiometabolic abnormalities,

there is no additional weight loss benefit

in reducing the eating window by 2 h in

comparison to 25% CR alone.

Moreover, the participants in this study

were young, with a mean age of 32, and

overall healthy, with the only abnormal

metabolic parameter being an elevated

BMI of 32. They had normal blood pres-

sure, fasting glucose, HbA1c, and lipids.

Their baseline eating window was already
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in the good range at �10 h, and for the

study, they reduced their eating window

to 8 h; such a modest reduction in eating

window has rarely shown any health

benefit.

The study was among the most

rigorous CR study to date. They moni-

tored daily food records from food pic-

tures by two independent study staff;

totaling >70,000 days of food records or

a few hundreds of thousands of food pic-

tures by manual inspection for energy

estimation.1 The study also involved

frequent interaction between the study

team and the participants. The unprece-

dented resource-intensive nature of the

study might have contributed to sustain-

ing 25% CR at 12 months, but it also rai-

ses its utility as a scalable approach for

CR. As the trial lacked a TRE-alone arm

or a standard of care arm, it is hard to

extrapolate these results to patients on a

TRE-alone strategy.

These serious shortcomings of the

study were lost, and the outcomes were

generalized in the popular press with

headlines stating, ‘‘Scientists Find no

Benefit to Time Restricted Eating.’’ This

has confused many patients with cardio-

metabolic disease who have been on TRE

with great benefit. This is similar to when

the United States Preventive Task Force

released guidelines that aspirin was not

recommended for primary prevention pa-

tients, and there were headlines such as

‘‘no benefit from aspirin.’’ This caused pa-

tients who were on aspirin for secondary

prevention (historyofmyocardial infarction,

coronary stents, stroke cardiac, bypass

surgery) to stop their aspirin. Aspirin is

indicated lifelong in these secondary
65, June 21, 2022 ª 2022 The Author(s). 1
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prevention patients. The details of the

study are important and get lost in the

headlines.

TRE is a strategy that has a sound basis

in animal and/or mechanistic studies, and

it is starting to be translated into human

studies. In animals on a healthy diet

and TRE, cardiometabolic benefits are

observed without significant weight

loss.8 Similarly, in animal studies, CR +

TRE animals live longer than their CR co-

horts yet show no body weight differ-

ence.9 In our pilot study of patients with

metabolic syndrome, where the average

eating window reduced from 15.13 ±

1.13 h to 10.78 ± 1.18 h, we found signifi-

cant improvement in cardiometabolic pa-

rameters such as atherogenic lipids,

HbA1C, and blood pressure that were

disproportionately larger than weight

loss.10 Altogether, studies that objectively

monitor adherence to TRE have found

cardiometabolic benefits among at-risk

individuals, and the benefits can be inde-

pendent of weight loss.

We have ongoing randomized control

studies (NCT NCT04057339 and NCT05

365529) toassess the impactof TREonpa-

tients with metabolic syndrome and type 2

diabetes. Such studies onpopulationswith

cardiometabolic disease are needed to

determine the clinical benefit of TRE. As

with any pharmacologic or device therapy,

there is a ‘‘sweet spot’’ of return on invest-

mentwherepatientsget themostbenefit. It
2 Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100665, June 21,
is likely that TRE is most beneficial in pop-

ulationswhere there are underlying cardio-

metabolic derangements.
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